/21/87 -- 3:40 P.M.
ELECON WITH COLIN POWELL
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o

Colin says he's heard that Ross is making

o

Ross has called Perutz and wants to know who is trying to
cut him out. Perutz calls Armitage who calls Colin to find
out what is going on.

o

I brief Colin on the call to the VP and indicate that the
question we are trying to pursue is whether the Vessey
mission is set. If it is not, can we give Perot the name of
the person in Hanoi with whom we've been dealing so that
Perot can directly or through an intermediary put in a good
word for Vessey.

o

Colin says that we haven't been able to get far enough with
discus ions in Hanoi to corrmunicate with them about Vessey.
Hanoi, according to Colin, would rather deal with Perot.
They have been stiffing the government because they would
rather deal with Perot.

o

Colin agreed to do some checking and see if t~~~.~ is a way
to get Perot a name that he could contact to ~
facilit~
Vessey's mission -- it is possible that there 1S not name
available, or that there is a name but the individual may
not want his name made public.

o

In any event, Colin will call back.

o

calls again.

CALL BACK (3:55pm):
there is no one that we've been dealing
with over the last few months because of their own internal
situation and because ~
they believe that there is a
~bigger dealhcoming soon who will be bearing gifts and so our
people have been stiffed.
.

0C

we still believe that it is not wise for Ross to go .•. after)
·14 years they have denied live Americans ••. if. they were to
produce live people, can you imagine what will be asked for?

.:

o

our' policy
~mom'en;:

interests not served
J.-. \'V~
. 0 ws

o

we've not gotten our e~i~ries
in in order
real emm~sary (Vessey); hence, it would not
to ha~eLhim negotiating for us •.. he should
follow/the proper channels and work through
who
represent
the us.
.

r;)l1Y

-l?erot·Ls-i-nte..~~sts
at

--- -

to identify our
be appropriate
urge them to
those in the US

I'm calling after talking to Craig Fuller.
He and the Vice
President are leaving for Ecuador and they wanted me to
follow up with you.

s.
-v.

o

actually, the President has asked Howard
with you on this· matter.

o

however, when something as sensitive as this subject is
raised, weJve got to coordinate very carefully with Frank
Carlucci and the national security staff.

o

let me tell you what we know and what we suggest

o

it has not been going well with those in Hanoi and our
emissaries have not been in contact with anyone who will
conunit to a visit by a high level us. citizen.
•

r

,

Baker to follow-up

I

o

therefore, there is no one individual whose name we can give
you to contact should you go to Hanoi.

o

in fact, right now, the best interests of the US government
might be served if you were not to go to Hanoi at this time.

o

should you decide to go to Hanoi, the best thing you could
do is to try and convince them that they must deal through
the proper channels and deal with those representing the
United States.

Li.n Powell
---- ....--- ..-... ._. .
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The man to rea~h
.~inister, Nguyen

...

is the foreign minister
Co Thach

)

and deputy prime

(tock).

The k US has been

in touch with_ him-in the -past an~ ~0Rsx~erszx

laxmxzx has worked

with him.,

"principal

interlocutor"
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on this
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matter.
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But he is not h~i~xM~x

holding
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up Vessey. We can't even get

to let

advance

in bangkok or somebody Rsiexxf
to prepare

the way for
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an advance team in there.
Prefer ~= get'tock

~~'

emissary

in there,

else if childress

~e8se¥zxz

the higher

childress

unacceptable,

emissary,
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who would

be vessey.
But Powell

~~RXX

the Vietnamese

is reluctant

to give them vessey's

name now,

do not know he is to be the emissary.

But would be of great help if you could get the vietnamese
to let a us ~xex rep in to pave the way for vessey
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any chance you could come to washington

to meet with

"KI

craig
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fuller, colin powell - ~uty
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and me.
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a good man, Ie general,
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think you should also talk to the President.
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ch rono Loqy
sometime in 19~?,
.

before l1cFa.::-lan~
left, RO$s Perot talked .,to.
Pres

"

Reagan, posjibily with Na~cy present,
·'.1

about Vietnam~

POW?MIA

situation,

'.

.•
'" @ffered t;~
...
hel~, RR said yes.,
Ross sent people in. to Vietnam

to see what might be done.

Mentioned

to 8 Sam Donaldsori

to Don Re~an, leaked

Mentioned recently
go as official

to George Bush, who couldn't"d~cide
or pvt GXX citizen.
Ca

Bad, long-standing

vendetta

Perot v Carlucci-

whether

he should

Cap

Baker asked to call Perot, askx suggest he go as pvt citizen.
Perot
irate, at Baker, Bush,
president, cancelled. library contribution pledge
Perot felt 'beinginvited
to violate Logan Act, and jeopardize personsl
safety.
In conversation
Bush/Baker

with Baker, he suggested

Baker say hello to me.

asked me to call him, see what I could do.

Lst conversation

pleasnant,

re~ewe~

Ross: live people

his persion of issue

:people, bones

then Colin Powell asked me to get him to consider
clearing
be advance for Vessey to go in as senior negotiator

a team to

(3/21)
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end of conver se t i on ; Ross said leaving next day, in response to invitation
extended through Vietnam UN Rep on behalf of FM Nguyen. Thach
asked me not to tell anybody -- afaaid carlucci try to stop him, even
by creating accident.
"Ive worked wthh those boys overseas, remember'
kR~turned about3/30, asked to see
. be publicly ack, as signal to
Baker/Cannon tuesday 4/7. Bakert
unwilling to do anything at
Perot wants to retain Cannon:
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baker, brief him. asked that h~s role
Vietnamese, wait until election 4/19
to Pres next day.
Pres, VP, Carlucci
that pt. pix to Carlucci: real.
illegal under ethics rules

d::.g:::e~:mS:::~::t:::::::n::.::~::.

If only bones, not too much
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4/9/87
Q&A of 4/8/87

.•...

Powell v

Perot

Q1:
Intriguing that Vietnamese officials acknowledge
existence of live pri~oners.
Did Thach or any other
official tell him that in the presence of others, in a
formal session?

c<.

A: No official actually came out voluntarily and said they
were' there. ',At first they said they couldn't be any
Americans in Vietnam because the US Defense Department had
long ago declared them all dead. But under Ross' strong
questioning, and as he said he knew of intercepts of Pathet
Lao traffic indicating we knew they are there, they talked
of the possibility that us prisoners might be in the hands
of the Laotians, and that if this were so, they the
Vietnamese would be helpful in getting them from the
Laotians. Ross said they believe our spy satellites can see
and recognize people on the ground. But Ross emphasized
that no Vietnamese official he talked with stated flatly
that there are live American prisoners.
Q2:

Who was with Perot?

A. He did not tell me the names, but said one had been with
him at EDS and the other was a personal staff person
who had made an advance trip into the country.
I asked if
one were a retired general and the other a retired navy
captain and he said he did not know who I might b e talking
about.
Q3: Is there anything else Ross can do privately
ready to turn it over to Vessey et al?

or

is he

A. He said he coGld keep talking to the Vietnamese guys
between now and theeir election on April 19. He said that
he has had calls from the Vietnamese at the UN asking trying
to find out if he had seen the President since his return
from Hanoi. The important thing Perot wants, he said, is
acknowledgement from the President that he has received the
Perot recommendation of the appointment of a senior
negotiator, and that he the President accepts that
recommendtion and will act on it in the near future -- he
referred again to the draft Presidential statement he
suggested.
"I want the Vietnamese to see that Perot doesn't
waste any time."
After the election and the announcement of Vessey,Ross
said, he would want to help Vessey by providing all the
information and impressions he got from his trip to Hanoi,
pay for his support staff, maintain his personal contacts
with Vietnamese leader toward the objective of helping them
improve
their manuf~cturing, busines~ methods and so on.
lIyou see they have an incorrect view of what I can do for
their economy, and I say let's capitalize on that for the

time being to get discussions started."
But he said he is ready to step back and be privately
helpful as soon as Vessey is appointed.
Q4.
.•...

r'

What did Perot tell him about the Vessey mission?

A. That it should have a broad range of negotiating
responsibility, and not be confied to MIA/POW issues.
Q5.

What does Ross think the Vietnamese

expect from the US?

A. Allowing their UN observer to go beyond the 25-mile
limit. Permitting them to have some kind of an economic
adviser, Vietnamese, stashed away in the Swedish or Swiss
embassy.
Allowing their prize-winning piano player to go
on a concert tour in the us. Counsel on improving ~heir
economy.
Help in training their wo~kers in better building
methods.
The old buildings built by Vietnamese workers
under the supervision of French engineeers are~still in
great shape, but the newer ones built with the help of the
Russians and Cubans are already deteriorating.
Support for
getting the Russians out of the country by diplomatic means.
In time, permitting Thach to make at least an unofficial
visit to the us. Ultimately, some form of trade with the US.
And in time, Ross thinks, they would be .willing to lease
facilities in Camranh Bay to the US -- because the Americans
who came ashore in Vietnam had money to spend in Vietnam and
the Russians don't.
However, Ross said, I would give them very little,
nothing but minor symbols, ,until they come across with
assistance in letting US teams go anywheree in Vietnam or
Laos to look for remains and live prisoners in Laos.

